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Abstract: This paper has reported the effects of shear velocity, convection velocity and shear rate on the spatial 
evolution of tu rbulent axisymmetric mixing l ayers. Th e ty pes of mixing l ayers investigated ar e wi th the 
variation of convection velocity under the constant shear velocity, with the variation of shear velocity under the 
constant con vection velocity  and  with  the variation of shear o r convectio n velocity under t he constant shear 
rate. The closed form equations governing the mixing layer flows are obtained by the standard ε−k  model and 
solved by using Fully Implicit Scheme and TDMA (Tridiagonal Matrix Algorithm). Obtained results show that 
the mixing l ayer thickness and momentum thic kness ev olve strea mwise, an d the s hape and level of mean 
velocity, turbulent shear stress, mean vorticity and turbulence kinetic energy evolve streamwise but not radially 
with the changes in operating conditions at constant rate of shear. While changes in operating conditions affect 
the evolution of mixing layers in both directions under the constant shear or convection velocity. 
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1  Introduction 
Fundamental an d practi cal s ignificance o f m ixing 
layers h ave resulted in  huge theo retical, 
experimental and numerical research. Common 
technological occurre nces of mixing lay ers are, for  
example, in combustion chambers, premixers of gas 
turbine c ombustors, ch emical laser s, flow rea ctors 
and propulsion systems. A mixing layer forms at the 
interface of two  uniform str eams of  different 
velocity. As the two  s treams com e i n contact, the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz instability creates spanwise large-
scale coherent vortices. These large-scale organized 
vortical s tructures i n t he mixing layers p lay an 
important role in  the m omentum and energ y 
transport, p article di spersion and s pecies diffusio n. 
Such mixing layers develop through two successive 
distinct regions that is  an in itial region followed by 
a se lf-similar r egion. Based on  ge ometrical 
configuration, tu rbulent mi xing l ayers are of two  
types: plane mixing layer and axisymmetric mixing 
layer. Com parison shows close similarity between  
the axisymmetric mixing lay er ch aracteristics and 
those of the plan e mixing lay er [1 ]. Figure 1 
illustrates an axisymmetric mixing layer. 

Mixing la yers are inherently very sensitive to 
small changes in th eir in itial and operating 
conditions. T here ha ve bee n plenty of r esearch on 
the f actors affecting t he evol ution of mixing lay er, 
some of t hem are: initial and b oundary co nditions 
[2,3], periodic oscillation force [4] and velocity ratio 

[5,6]. Despit e th at there is  scarcity  of publicati on 

regarding the effects of shear (velocity), convection 
(velocity) and shear rate on the evolution of mixing 
layer. Ho and Huang [7] stu died t wo ty pes of 
mixing layers, one i s by the variation of low sp eed 
stream velocity while the high speed stream velocity 
is constant, and other is  by the variation of velocity 

ratio wh ile t he shear velocity is constant. There 
occurred no significant change in the most amplified 
passage freq uency in the fo rmer c ase but occurred 
significant c hange i n the latter one. This passage 
frequency was foun d to dominate the flow 
dynamics. Furth er, they  described the low speed 
side as no t t o be playing active role in the flow 
dynamics. On the other hand, some researchers, e.g. 
Slessor et al  [3], argued that initial conditions of 
both hi gh and low speed sides contribute int o the 
initial regi on o f the mixing lay er. A ccording t o 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of an axisymmetric mixing layer.
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many researchers, e.g. Ro shko [8] a nd Oguch i and 
Inoue [9], mixing layer characteristics are dominated 
by the pres ence of spa nwise vor tical structures 
which are generat ed b y th e s hear be tween the tw o 
fluid streams of different velocity. 

Although most of the research on mixing layers 
are pri marily experimental, the re are  co nsiderable 
amount of  research us ing n umerical simulations. 
Methods used in t he simulations o f mixing lay ers 
are: cl osure mod el ba sed on ti me-averaged 
properties [ 10], vortex method [1 1], large eddy 
simulation [12 ] a nd direct nu merical si mulation 
[13]. Th e fi ndings of t he nu merical simulations, i n 
general, are in  g ood agreement with  t he exis ting 
experimental data. 

Yang et al [12] fro m their inves tigation o n the 
plane mixing la yer presented the results of th e 
effects of convection velocity and s hear rate on the 
evolution of v ortex stru ctures, self-s imilarity and 
momentum thickness. They showed that momentum 
thickness is m ainly dominated b y the large vo rtex 
structure and their paring, an d rate of s hear has 
significant effects on the evolution of the flow while 
convection velo city h as a little effect, and also the 
rate of shear and  c onvection velocity have n o 
significant effect on  the no rmalized turbu lence 
statistics. 

In this paper, spatial evolution of axisymmetric 
turbulent mixing l ayers h ave been investi gated 
numerically and the ef fects of shear vel ocity, 
convection velocity and s hear rat e on their 
properties h ave been repo rted. Presen t res earch is 
motivated by the lack i n l iterature on t he effects of 
those parameters on the evolution of mi xing layers. 
In order to investigate, Reynolds Averaged Navier-
Stokes (R ANS) equations with the standard ε−k  
turbulence model ar e sol ved w here k is  turbulence 
kinetic energy and ε is dissipation rate of k. 

 
 

2  Governing Equations 
Axisymmetric turbulent m ixing layer flow is 
governed by the equations of continuity and RANS. 
Continuity equation and RANS equations in generic 
form fo r tw o-dimensional (2D) flow ( )u0,,v  in  ( r, 
θ, x) co-ordinates by  the ass umptions of thin sh ear 
layer, un iform pressure and  co nstant fluid  pro perty 
are 
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where φ  is th e general flow variable th at may 

represent ku,  and ε . The transport coefficient φN  

and the source term φS  in their full form are gi ven 
in Table 1. In this 2D flow azimuthal mean vorticity 
component is 
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and other vorticity components are zero. 
 

 
 
2.1  Initial and boundary conditions 
The conditions at the initiation are ( ) 1o u0rru =≤ , , 

( ) 2o u0rru => , , ( ) ,, 00r =v  ( ) 00ru =′′ ,v , 

( )0rrk o ,≤ 2
su0010.= , ( ) ( ) 1

o
3/2

o 0.3rkrrε −=≤  
and ( ) => orrk ( ) 0rr o =>ε  wh ere ro is t he je t 
radius, and u1 and u2 are the uniform jet exit velocity 
and external air stream velocity, and also referred to 
as high sp eed and low sp eed strea m velocities, 
respectively, and us=u1 - u2. All the fl ow vari ables 
attain the un iform strea m cond itions at the edge of 
the mixing layer. 
 
 
2.2  Turbulence closure 
In the  standard ε−k  model [1 4] f or achiev ing 
turbulence cl osure, eddy viscosity is exp ressed by 
the Kolmogorov-Prandtl relation as 

εµ /2
t kCν =       (4) 

and th e cl osure c oefficients in this model are 
,.,. 01090C k == σµ  ,.31=εσ  441C 1 .=ε  

and 921C 2 .=ε . 
 
 
3  Numerical Procedure 
The go verning equa tions ( 1)-(2) are solved using 
second or der a ccurate Fu lly Im plicit Sch eme [ 15] 

Table 1: The expressions of φN  and φS  

φ  φN  φS  

u ( ) νtνν +  0 

k ( ) νtνν kσ+  ( ) ε−∂∂
2rutν  

ε  ( ) νtνν εσ+  ( )( )2
1

ruktνC ∂∂εε  

kC 2
2
εε−  
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and TDM A [16]. S chematic of t he com putational 
domain of the present work is shown in Fig. 1. Grid 
spacing ar e uniform in  x- dire ction with ∆x 
=1.193∆r1 an d va riable in r- direction s uch th at 
∆rj+1= K∆rj and 

( ) ( )1K1Krr 1nj
o1 −−=∆ −    (5) 

where nj is t he number of grid  p oints over ro and 
K=1.02. T he under-relaxation factors us ed fo r u -
velocity, v -velocity, tu rbulence kinetic energy and  
energy dissipatio n rate are 0.6, 0.6, 0.8 and  0.8, 
respectively. 
 
 
3.1  Grid convergence test 
Grid converg ence test i s carried o ut wi th the three 
different grid sizes te rmed a s co arse, m edium and 
fine f or nj equal to  11, 16 an d 21, r espectively. 
Figure 2 s hows th e profiles of mean strea mwise 

velocity of an axisymmetric jet at the location of x/d 
=3 for the three different grid resolutions where d is 
the jet di ameter at e xit. The e xperimental mean 
velocity d ata [17] appeared i n this figure is 
discussed i n t he n ext s ection. T he r esults 
corresponding to th e coarse mesh hav e d eviated to 
some ex tent compared to those obtained us ing 
medium and fine meshes. However, the results with 
medium an d f ine gri d resolutions ar e ver y close to 
each other and the results presented in this paper are 
obtained by using the fine grid. 
 
 
4  Results and Discussion 
Equations ( 1)-(2) ar e solved nu merically for the  
given initial and boundary conditions in Section 2.1 
for the ax isymmetric m ixing l ayers. Fully Im plicit 
Scheme a nd TD MA are u sed her e successfully as 
computational tools. To e xamine the effectiveness 

of the n umerical s cheme, res ults fr om present 
simulation f or circular air jet in quiescent a mbient 
are compared w ith th e experimental d ata [ 17]. T he 
simulation is made for circular air  jet in qu iescent 
ambient with 40 mm exit d iameter a nd 12 m/s top 
hat efflux velocity. The exp erimental je t was made 
for c ircular jet w ith 300 mm dia meter and 11 m/s 
efflux velocity for un specified i nitial turbu lence 
level. In Fi g. 2 , m ean velocit y data at x/d=3 ar e 
found in  c lose a greement w ith th at of p resent 
simulation. The types of mixing layers studied here 
are given in Table 2 with their operati ng conditions 
(values of  u1 and u2) wher e us=u1 - u2 is th e shear 
velocity, uc=(u1+u2)/2 is the convection velocity and 
λ=us/uc is the rate of shear. Growths of mixing layer 
thickness and m omentum t hickness, cross-stream 
variations of mean vel ocity, Reynolds shear stress,  
mean vortici ty and  turbulen t kinetic energy, and 
streamwise evolution of shear stres s, mean vorticity 
and kinetic en ergy m axima are presented in this 
section for the three types of mixing layers. 
 

 
 
4.1  Mixing layer thickness 
It represents the flow width wh ere flui d dynamical 
mixing activity occurs and defined as 

95010
yy

..
−=δ       (6) 

where y0.1 an d y0.95 are the isovels at  u* eq uals 0.1 
and 0.95, a nd ( ) s2 uuuu /−=∗ . Mixing lay er 
thicknesses for the three types of mixing layers are 
shown in Fig. 3( a)-(c) where the thi cknesses have 
grown linearly f or som e distance downstream. 
Entrainment of fluids from u niform stream s, an d 
pairing an d amalgamation of the vorti ces are 
responsible for the growth of th e mixing lay ers. In  
Fig. 3(a), th e g rowth has red uced with increasin g 
convection velocity under the constant shear as the 

Table 2: Types of axisymmetric mixing layers 

Type u1(m/s) u2(m/s) us(m/s) uc(m/s) λ 
 14.28 4.28  9.28 1.08 

1 21.66 11.66 10 16.66 0.6 

 30 20  25 0.4 

 24 16 8  0.4 

2 26 14 12 20 0.6 

 30.78 9.22 21.56  1.08 

 15 4.5 10.5 9.75  

3 20 6.0 14 13.0 1.08 

 30 9.0 21 19.5  

0.0 0.5 1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0   nj=11
  nj=16
  nj=21
  Ref.17

Fig. 2 Mean velocity profiles at x/d=3.
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vortices get less time for en trainment, p airing and 
amalgamation a t any  stre amwise lo cation. In Fig . 
3(b), the growth of mixing layer has i ncreased with 
increasing shear velocity under constant convectio n 

as vortical structures get la rger directly w ith t he 
increased shear v elocity. Fig ure 3(c) sh ows that 
mixing layer thicknesses are not affected at constant 
shear rate because t he increase i n growt h due t o 
increasing shear velocity is offset by the decrease in 
growth due to increasing convection velocity. 
 
 
4.2  Momentum thickness 
It is the measure of momentum loss in the flow and 
expressed as 

( )dru1u
0

** −= ∫
∞

θ .     (7) 

Momentum thickness and mixing layer thickness as 
well are important parameters for characterizing the 
mixing l ayer fl ow. T he distributions of  momentum 
thicknesses for the three types of mixing layers are 
shown in Fig. 4( a)-(c) where the thi cknesses have 
grown linearly for som e distance downstream. In 
Fig. 4(a), the growt h of momentum t hickness has 
decreased with increasing convection velocity under 

0 2 4 6 8
0.0

0.5

1.0
 uc=9.28 m/s
 uc=16.66 m/s
 uc=25 m/s

Fig. 3(a) Mixing layer thickness for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 3(b) Mixing layer thickness for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 3(c) Mixing layer thickness for λ=1.08.
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Fig. 4(a) Momentum thickness for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 4(b) Momentum thickness for uc=20 m/s.
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the constant shear velocity as the loss of momentum 
reduces with in creasing convectio n velocity d ue to 
the reduction in entrainment. In Fig. 4(b), growth of 
the momentum thickness h as increas ed with 
increasing shear velocity under constant convectio n 
as increased sh ear v elocity cause s incr ease i n 
momentum lo ss due to  i ncreasing l ateral diffusion. 
Figure 4(c) sh ows that incr ease i n momentum 
thickness due to  t he i ncreasing shear v elocity is  
offset by the decrease in growth due t o i ncreasing 
convection at constant rate of shear. Yang et al [12] 
have s hown with the s ame rate of  s hear that t he 
growths of m omentum thicknesses are not affected 
by the change in conv ection velocity. But they have 
not considered th e effect  of co nvection under th e 
constant shear velocity. 
 
 
4.3  Streamwise mean velocity 
Normalized mean velocity ( ) s2 uuu /−  is plotted 
in Fig. 5(a)-(c) against the radial distance r/d at 
the ax ial lo cation x/d=3 for the t hree types of 
mixing lay ers. Figu re 5(a) shows that 
development distance of the flow increases with 
increasing convection u nder th e constant sh ear 
velocity because the flow get l ess time to 
develop. Figure 5(b) show s th at the 
development distance decreases with increasing 
shear und er the constant conv ection velocity 
because th e grow th of large struc tures due to  
increasing s hear is fed  by  the mean motion 
decay. On the other hand, F ig. 5(c) shows that 
the development distance remains unaffected at 
constant rate of shear under in creasing 
convection and shear velocity because reduction 
in development dis tance due to the in creased 
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0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0
 us=10.5 m/s
 us=14 m/s
 us=21 m/s

Fig. 4(c) Momentum thickness for λ=1.08.
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Fig. 5(a) Mean streamwise velocity profiles at
x/d=3 for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 5(b) Mean streamwise velocity profiles at
x/d=3 for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 5(c) Mean streamwise velocity profiles at
x/d=3 for λ=1.08.
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shear velo city is offs et by  the incre ase in 
development distance due to the increased 
convection velocity. 
 
 
4.4  Reynolds shear stress 
The pr ofiles o f Reynolds sh ear stress 2

suu /v′′  are 
plotted as a f unction of r adial di stance r/d at the  
axial location x/d = 3 in Fig . 6(a)-(c) f or the three 
types of mixing l ayers. The level of v′′u  profile is 
mostly d ependent on th e intensity o f shear 
interaction. In Fig. 6(a), increasing convection under 

the constant shear vel ocity causes increas ing 
interaction between mean m otion and turbulence 
leading to i ncreasing shear str ess. I n Fig. 6 (b), 
increasing shear velocity under constant convectio n 
causes vortical structures to gr ow la rger and to 
reduce in coherence tha t result in reduced level of 

shear stress . Figure 6(c) shows that shear str ess 
remains unchanged at constant rate of shear because 
reduction i n str ess due to the inc reased s hear 
velocity is offset by the increase in stress due to the 
increased convection velocity. 
 

 
4.5  Mean vorticity 
Normalized m ean vorticity sud /θΩ  is shown in 
Fig. 7( a)-(c) against t he radial var iation at x/d = 3 
for the  th ree t ypes of mixing layers w here θΩ  is 
calculated from Eq. (3). In Fig. 7(a) for the constant 

shear vel ocity, increasing co nvection velocity 
causes i ncreased level of vorticity by the r eduction 
of bot h n on-turbulent entrai nment an d v ortices 
amalgamation. In Fi g. 7 (b) f or the constant 
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Fig. 6(a) Reynolds shear stress profiles at
x/d=3 for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 6(b) Reynolds shear stress profiles at
x/d=3 for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 6(c) Reynolds shear stress profiles at
x/d=3 for λ=1.08.
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Fig. 7(a) Mean vorticity profiles at x/d=3
for us=10 m/s.
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convection velocity, incr easing sh ear velocity 
causes vortices to gr ow l arger leading to red uced 
level of vorticity. Figure 7(c) shows that the level of 
mean vorticity remains unaffected at constant shear 
rate fo r d ifferent shear or convection velocity, 
because re duction i n vorticity d ue to t he increased 
shear v elocity i s o ffset by the in crease in vo rticity 
due to the increased convection velocity. 
 

 
4.6  Turbulent kinetic energy 
Normalized turbulent kinetic energy 2

suk /  is shown 
against the  r adial variation in Fi g. 8( a)-(c). The 
effects of s hear velocity , convection vel ocity and 
shear rate on the turbul ence k inetic energy profiles 
are f ound similar to th e tu rbulent sh ear str ess 
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Fig. 7(b) Mean vorticity profiles at x/d=3
for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 7(c) Mean vorticity profiles at x/d=3 for
λ=1.08.
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Fig. 8(a) Kinetic energy profiles at x/d=3
for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 8(b) Kinetic energy profiles at x/d=3
for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 8(c) Kinetic energy profiles at x/d=3 for
λ=1.08.
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because t his stress cont ributes d irectly to  th e 
production of 2

suk / . 
 
 
4.7  Mean and turbulence quantities maxima 
Streamwise evolution of the normalized shear stress, 
mean vorticit y and  kineti c ener gy maxima fo r t he 
three types of mixing layers are shown in Figs. 9-11. 

In t he i nitial region of the mixing lay ers (x/d ≤ 8), 
Fig. 9(a) -(c) sho ws t hat 2

smax uu /v′′  increases in 
the d ownstream d ue to increasing shea r interaction 
between the decaying mean motion and turbulence, 
Fig. 10 (a)-(c) shows that  smax ud /θΩ  decre ases 
due to  entrainment of n on-turbulent fluid in the 
downstream, and Fig. 11(a)-(c) shows that turbulent 
kinetic energy increases in the downstream similarly  
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Fig. 9(a)  Axial variation of shear stress
maxima for us=10 m/s.
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Fig. 9(b)  Axial variation of shear stress
maxima for uc=20 m/s.
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Fig. 9(c)  Axial variation of shear stress
maxima for λ=1.08.
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Fig. 10(a)  Axial variation of mean vorticity
maxima for us=10 m/s.
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